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“If your application is cloud-native, 
or large-scale, or distributed, and 
doesn’t include a messaging
component, that’s probably a bug.”

Tim Bray

Distinguished Engineer

AWS Messaging, Workflow Management



Potential drawbacks of 
synchronous systems

Synchronous systems are tightly 
coupled

A problem in a synchronous 
downstream dependency has 
immediate impact on upstream 
callers

Retries from upstream callers can 
all too easily fan out and amplify 
problems

Photo: Dirk Fröhner
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Message channels

Message delivery QoS

At least once

At most once

Exactly once

Queue

ReceiverSender

Exactly once? Well!

How to deal with a situation where the message was 

consumed but never acknowledged?

→ Your systems still have to be able to handle duplicate 

messages

→ Messages should be processed in an idempotent 

manner
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Message routing

Message filter Recipient list

Receive only a relevant subset of messages

Controlled by subscriber

Publisher remains completely unaware

Send only a relevant subset of messages to a subscriber

Controlled by publisher or separate component

Potentially adds coupling

Subscribers

Publisher

Subscribers
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Topic

color = blue
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Recipient 
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Scatter-gather

Requester
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Responders
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Aggregator Processor

How to distribute a request across potentially interested/relevant parties and capture their individual responses?

- RFQ scenarios, or search for best response

- Parallel processing scenarios; for example, divide and conquer
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Message routing

Pipes and filters

Event triggers chain of processing steps (“filters”)

Knowledge of destination for next step(s) is wired into each filter

Similar patterns: Chain of responsibility, processing pipeline, saga choreography

Event source Pipe Filter FilterPipe Pipe Result target

…

Filter

Step 1 Step 2 Step n
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Use case: Fare collection

Saga orchestration

Discrete transactions:

1. Credit card pre-auth

2. Charge card using pre-auth code

3. Update customer account
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Use case: Fare collection

Saga orchestration

Discrete transactions:

1. Credit card pre-auth

2. Charge card using pre-auth code

3. Update customer account

To be treated as one distributed TA, to leave the systems in a 

semantically consistent state

Customer 

accounting service

Accounting 

system

Payment 

service

Payment 

gateway API

Payment 

service

Payment 

gateway API
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Resources/Call-to-action

AWS blogs and other content about application integration

http://bit.ly/2019-api315

Hands-on workshop on implementing the patterns from this talk

ARC314 during this re:Invent (Monday + Tuesday)

Ask your AWS SA for an application integration immersion day

Chalk talk about how to select the right app-int service

API312 during this re:Invent (Wednesday)

Keep in mind

Loose coupling is better than lousy coupling
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Thank you!
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